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About This Game

Main Rules

Capture your own piece to create a combined piece. The combined piece has the ability to move as both pieces that got
combined.

Queen and King don't merge with other pieces.

Key Advantages

9 new chess pieces help generate more creative and exciting chess.

Reduced draw percentage.
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Success in the game is determined by the ability to play and not by preparation and memorization.

Why Play It

Play it to appreciate your creativity, thinking, imagination, intuition and insight.

Super X Chess is a game based on ideas emerging through systemic space. Systemic space creates new emergent
properties to the system from the relationships of its lower-level components. It's what makes everything - atoms, water,
love, interactivity, games, life - possible. Systemic emergence can be speculated to be behind the existence of all matter
and energy. If this is true, then you have a chance to experience and understand more about the secret sauce behind the
reality, life and love by playing Super X Chess.

Crafted with love, care and sacrifices. It will also mean content updates.

Balanced Design

If you decide to combine your pieces, then you get a stronger piece but at the same time you lose time from developing
your position.

If your opponent can constantly threat your more powerful pieces, then your providing free tempo for the opponent.

Having less pieces can also prove to be a drawback when fighting over a critical square as then you can't pile up as many
attacks to it.

Key Features

Basic Game Modes: Super X Chess, Super960 Chess and Normal Chess.

64 chess variants with different kind of armies.

Online multiplayer & local multiplayer.

Single player mode against customizable AI opponent. There's AI difficulty levels ranging from estimated Elo of 700 to
2000.

3D and 2D views. Has a 3D view where it's easier to think chess moves than on competing products. Also the 2d view
looks great!

Tutorial for the new rules and for normal chess. If your a beginner player, then it's recommended to start from the
normal chess tutorial.

Ability to go through your previously played games.

Handicaps for extra challenge or casual play.

Undo move option for casual play.
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